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ABSTRACT

We study the consequences of negative differential electron mobility in FETs using

the field model and the gradual channel approximation. We find that the FET may show

convcctive or absolute instability. The fluctuations growth is governed by diffusion law

with negative effective diffusion coefficient.
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Introduction: Compound semiconductor field effect transistors (FETs) are

superior Jo silicon FETs in respect of faster response due to higher electron

mobility. An essential feature of these compounds, such as GaAs and InP, is

the negative differential mobility (NDM) in high electric fields. This leads

to the Gunn effect in bulk devises [1]. Obviously, the consequences of NDM in

FET channel should differ essentially and depend on the type of FET

construction. GaAs FETs often show experimentally negative differential

resistance and instability at high voltages. The stationary Gunn domain plays

an important role in MESFETs [2]. However, analytical theory describing the

consequences of NDM in 2D FET channel is still absent.

We study the consequences of NDM in the Insulated Gate FETs, such as

MOSFETs, MlSFETs and HFETs, using the field model and the gradual channel

approximation. In these devises, the 2D channel is isolated from the gate by

the insulator (which is a wide band gap semiconductor in HFET). We shall not

consider hire MESFETs and JFETs which have other constructions. We show that

the FET with short enough channel exhibits a negative differential resistance

and may show convective or absolute instability. The fluctuations growth is

governed by diffusion law with negative effective diffusion coefficient.



Basic equations: The surface concentration n in FET channel is determined by

the conventional charge control model equation [3]

n = CU/e, U = U^x) - UT (\)

where C is the surface gate capacitance, UQAX) is the gate to channel

voltage, Uj is the threshold voltage. Eqn.l is valid in the gradual channel

approximation when the characteristic scale of variations of U and n is much

greater than the gate to channel separation d.

Taking eqn.l into account, the continuity equation can be written as m

1-+L (V(E)U) = 0, E = - aJi (2)
at ax ax

Here V(E) is the electron drift velocity which depends on the longitudinal

electric field E in accordance with the local field model. The V(E) dependence

in the FET channel may differ quantitatively from V(E) in the bulk

semiconductor but have a similar form with a negative slope for E greater than

the threshold field E{ (see Fig.la). The dynamics of E distribution is thus

described by eqn.2 with use of Fig.la.

Steady states: In a steady state, eqn.2 becomes U=jlCV where / is the drain

current per unit gate width. Differentiating this expression, we obtain

dE_CEV2(E) _dV(E) n.

S"TS— ' d " }

where u. is the differential mobility. The boundary values of E,U and V at the

source (x=0): EQ%UQ and VQ axe determined by the condition

V(EQ) = VQ = KCUJ, U0 = UG- UT (4)

where UQ=VQQ(P) *S the gate voltage.

Eqns.3,4 allow one to calculate the E distributions for certain j if the

V(£) dependence is given in a form of analytical approximation. One can

however analyze qualitative properties of their solutions without calculations

when looking at the (dE/dxJZ) diagram (Fig.lb) following from eqn.3 and

Fig.la. It is seen that E increases along the channel when E<E. and drops when



£ > £ . At E»Et, \dE/dx\ increases with E faster than E. Therefore, £ drops

from the infinity for a finite distance JC . The general form of the solution

of eqn.3 is presented in Fig.2.

As it follows from eqns.3,4, the characteristic scale of the field

variations a is given by a={VQ/Vl)(UQ/E^, where V=V(E^ (particularly, xm

~a). Assuming U ~ IV, E ~ 3KV/cm, V ~ V, we have a ~ 3|im. The approximation

used hire is valid when a»d.

The actual field profile in the channel is represented by the section of

the E{x) curve (Fig 2) which extends to the right from the point where E=E

for the distance of the channel length L. If V <^O<K, two values of E

satisfy eqn.4:£ <E. and E >E. (Fig la). Then, two steady states determined

by boundary fields E and £ may exist in the FET with given /: the positive

state with £<£{ ,dE/dx >0, [id>0 and the negative state with E>E(t dEldx <0, |Xd

<0 (see Inset in Fig. 2). These two states differ in the value of the drain

voltage i / n= / Edx. It follows from Figs.la and 2 that the negative state can
U 0

exist if the channel length L is short enough: L<L . The maximum length L

depends on ;: Lm-0 at Vo=MCUQ)-Vt and L^x^ a at V^-V,,.

The current voltage characteristics KUQ) following from this analysis are

given in Fig.lc. For L<x , the j(Ur\) dependence has two branches: I and II

which correspond to the positive and negative states, respectively (curves 1

and 2). The branches of II type show a negative differential resistance. In

the voltage interval near Urf* EJL, no steady states exist in the considered

model. Actually, the current saturation regime [3] should take place there

which is not described by the gradual channel approximation. For very short

channel length d«L«a, the j(Un) characteristic is close to one determined

by the V(E) dependence since the field in the channel is close to its boundary

value £ or £ (curve 1). For L>x , the II branch is absent and the current

saturation occurs (curve 3).



Stability of the steady states: Let us consider the temporal behavior of

small electric fluctuations in the channel. Adding the small corrections E and

0 to the steady distributions of E and U described above, linearizing eqn.2

and using eqn.3, we obtain

aP + 0 . D At + , af?. l dE ^ s-v+ii Aff*" (5)
si i , 2 3* t d<fr d <? ZT

The parameters x, D, S, and ^ . vary with the characteristic scale a.

One can show that, in the Fourier spectrum of fluctuations, only components
1 1 *

with high k are of importance: a' «k«d~ . Then, they behave as exp(i&x-icoO
where (0 varies slowly at the length k" . Putting this in eqn.5 and noting that

2 2

xDk»l, we find: Wr=kS-iDk .Note that this expression and eqn.5 look like

equations describing diffusion and drift processes, D and S being effective

diffusion coefficient and drift velocity changing with coordinate x. Thus,

fluctuations behave in accordance with diffusion law. It is seen that the

negative states (branch II) are unstable since D<0 and fluctuations grow with

the increment \D\k . The fast growing components with k~ dT are most

essential because the gradual channel approximation is invalid for bigger k.

The positive states are stable since fluctuations are damped at fAj>0 and £>>0.

As we have shown in Reference 4, similar diffusion relaxation with constant

D=\IUQ takes place in the FET at ^ = 0 , M- being the low field mobility.

Consequences of this convective instability depend on whether fluctuations

have a chance to grow essentially during their nonuniform motion along the
2 L 1

channel. Their growth is determined by exp(g), g=k S \D/S\dx, k~cT . Under the
0condition g<l, analogous to the familiar Kroemer criterion in Gunn diode, the

FET should, presumably, act as a stable amplifier and ,at g>l, as a generator.

Note that, as it is seen from eqns.3,5, the velocity S becomes zero at certain

value E>E'. If the field in the channel reaches this value, the absolute

instability occurs i.e. fluctuations grow without motion near corresponding



point x. Detail study of the influence of this instability on the FET

operation requires large signal analysis and is out of the scope of the paper.
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Fig.l Schematic representations of V(E) dependence (a), (dE/dxjc)

diagram (b) and yWrO characteristics for different channel lengths (c).
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Fig.2 ĈJC> dependence representing the general solution of eqn.3

Inset: Steady field profiles along the channel with given drain current.


